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System Builder — developed by Zebra Location Solutions — 
is an advanced planning software tool for designing accurate, 
reliable, and scalable Real Time Locating Systems (RTLS) 
such as WhereNet ISO/IEC 24730 and Dart Ultra Wideband. 
System Builder is the industry’s tool of choice for planning, 
deploying and optimize any WhereNet and Dart UWB (RTLS) 
network. This patented solution gives planners access 
to the tool they need, to more efficiently design and maintain 
their RTLS infrastructure with a centralized tool. The simple, 
intuitive user interface reduces complexity by leveraging 
Zebra’s comprehensive locate algorithms for both beginners 
and experienced planners.

System Builder scales to manage hundreds of WhereLan 
and Dart location devices with a single map or multiple maps 
for multiple sites or floors.

System Builder simplifies the process of defining location 
sensor placement and determining sensor coverage 
areas for any location. The tool gives designers the ability 
to plan around RF blockers in their environment. System 
Builder can help reduce, and in many cases eliminate, 
improper designs that can lead to expensive infrastructure 
adjustments on-site.

Planning and deploying is quick and cost effective with 
the publish features of System Builder. This easy-to-use 
feature pushes the planning configuration to the sensors or 
hubs from the centralized site configuration files.
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Ease of Use •	 Simple, intuitive user interface eliminates complexity

•	 modularized interface supports WhereLan or Dart RTLS devices

Easy to Install •	 Simple to use installation wizard

Scalability •	 manage hundreds of location devices from a centralized location System Builder site file

Planning •	 Built-in planning and design tools simplify defining location sensor placement and coverage

•	 Support for custom coverage definitions helps reduce and in many cases eliminate, improper designs 
and coverage insufficient problems

•	 CaD maps can be easily imported for use in configuration planning

•	 Drawing support for RF obstacles and blockers

•	 maximizes performance in business critical areas

Deployment •	 Consistency checking feature for effective configuration validation

System Builder is the ideal tool for planning and deploying 
Zebra’s RTLS solutions. This platform delivers a wide 
array of features for effectively planning, deployment, 
and maintaining RTLS infrastructure. The System Builder tool 
eliminates the complexity of planning and provides visibility 
of the RF environment from a centralized interface.

multi-user, multi-site licenses for System Builder are available. 
Please contact information Zebra Technologies for information 
on pricing.

Customers can evaluate the demo version of System 
Builder, with the purchase of a Dart UWB demo kit. This 
license supports 4 location sensors and 4 Dart Vision 
Readers.


